Discus Potters Wheels

Discus Wheels
Discus is probably the most powerful, compact portable potter's wheel in the world.
Manufactured in the UK Discus is designed around reliable and durable technology.
An extremely powerful motor delivers full torque at all speeds.
The main unit measures only 160mm high and is easily moved and stored.
An intelligent electronic controller and the constant torque motor provide the means
for the Discus to throw higher loads of clay than its horsepower or size suggests.
The Versatile Discus
The Craftsman motor can be reversed at the flick of a switch - a feature greatly
appreciated by left-handed potters.
The unit is totally independent and will sit securely without fixing on any work
surface.
When not in use, the units are easy to carry and store, freeing valuable space in a
kitchen, craft studio or classroom for other artwork and projects.
Discus is designed to be virtually maintenance free.
Engineered for Durability
The main housing is injection moulded in ABS plastic with inserts for strength and
rigidity.
A special low voltage plug/socket arrangement for the motor eliminates the risk of
incorrect connections.
Warranties
Every Discus wheel carries a full 2 year parts and labour guarantee.

Powerful, robust, compact and portable

Conditions apply.

Product Range
Discus Standard
Powered by a 1/4 hp advanced electric motor.
Single direction cast 250mm aluminium wheel head with centering rings and fitted with the
Discus bat retaining system which can accommodate oversize bats of 280mm and 305mm.
Supplied with speed control foot pedal and advanced electronic torque control unit designed to
deliver full torque at all speeds.
The wheel centres 12kgs (25lbs) clay. Speed range 0 to 250 rpm.
Fully portable weight approx.12kgs

Discus Craftsman
Similar to the Standard but fitted with a more powerful 1/3 hp advanced electric motor.
Forward-reverse control (appreciated by left handed potters)
Centres 16kgs (35lbs) clay. Range 0 to 300 rpm.
Fully portable weight approx.12.5kgs

Discus Compact and Compact ’Plus’
Designed for use without a bowl and supplied
with a remote electronic foot pedal.
Features a single direction 10” cast aluminium
wheel head with centering rings fitted with
the Discus bat retaining system.
Available separately are split bowls enabling
the wheel head to be encased when required.
Supplied complete with carrying handle.
Fully portable, weight approx. 11kgs

Accessories
We provide a range of accessories
to compliment our wheels:

Bats
Hand Controls
Portable Stands
Tool shelf
Stools
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